
AT THE END OF THE DAY – WHAT WE DO, WHAT WE SAY & HOW WE ACT MAKE US WHAT WE 
ARE : 
America’s Borders * that issue is covered by laws presented in America’s Constitution. Today the 
countries leaders choose to ignore it, what’s next? 
Defund Police Dept’s * chaos begins with local administrations doing just that, what’s next? 
Transgender Sport Athletes * women fought for Title 9, now it gets erased? What’s next? 
Voter Rights * secure a, one person one vote action, no effort on voter I.D. What’s next? 
Energy Policy * no presentations that America can’t survive on total green energy. What’s next? 
America’s Budget * neither political party can stop spending more that we get taxed. What’s Next? 
LAWS ESTABLISHED DECADES AGO * The United States would probably not need any new 
laws covering * * * voting, race , diversity, government spending, border issues, riots & other lawless 
acts if it just adhered to the laws already in place. We are a chicken shit society to be afraid to stand-
up for all  RIGHTS already recognized. 

Laws and Speech should remain pure. If a human male (transgender) says he’s female and the 
courts agree and allow him to, lets say, compete as a female in a sport when he is by science a male, 
then what keeps me from declaring I have a Ph.D. in Political Science or Tree Biology and apply to 
teach at local colleges? My house has a nice big lawn and I declare the grass is an agriculture product, 
so I don’t pay high tax on my acreages. Use of pronouns today is corruption of our English language. 
Impurity condoned by only a portion of one political party. What’s next? O I got one, the 
Progressives are trying to charge higher mortgage rates on those with a credit score over 680 to help 
pay those with a much lower score, get a home  - that most know they’ll default on Remember 2008?. 
Has one party ever made this many mistakes which includes Fetterman’s election? 

The Wall Street Journal did an article on “How Democrats Out Raise Republicans in Donations”. Yes, 
but its true. That’s because they tend to stick together – right or wrong. The Conservatives aren’t as 
cohesive as the Dem’s, to their fault. They tend more to call a strike, a strike & a ball a ball. O well. 
These days the Progressives are looking at bringing back the “New Coke, The Edsel car, Bud Lite, 
Ben Simons and the Biden administration”????????????? 

The real issue is the progressives that are too Proud to change. Pride is a major sin in the Amish & 
Mennonite communities. I started voting in 1968, changed parties in 1998 – I saw the writing on the 
wall and I also got tired of losing arguments to my conservative boss over a 20 year period. 
Generally look at politicians like this: they are pure and bright like white-washed tombstones on the 
outside, but inside there are a bunch of compromised bones and all kinds of sneaky filth. 

Children under 12 growing up today will grow up 
knowing what real false news is. They won’t be 
fooled as easily as today’s adults because America will 
be harmed in the long run and they’ll know why - 
DELUSIONAL  news, friends, parents & grandparents. 

AMERICA’S LAWS SHOULD HAVE REAL MEANING & 
NOT BE VIEWED LIKE LAWS OF SUPPLY & DEMAND ! 




